It wasn’t a code issue
On Tuesday, we discussed that how does that promote
building codes are enacted by munici- the well-being of the compalities to protect the health, safety munity?
Ironically, the real danand welfare of the public.
There are codes galore: an interna- ger to buildings is fires,
tional building code; an
existing and most fires are
building code; a fire prevention code; caused by smokCommentary by
a plumbing code; an electrical code; a ing, unattended
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faulty
mechanical code; a residential code; stoves,
extension cords,
and a property maintenance code.
Anyone who wants to renovate a and other “human error” causes that
codes can’t prevent anyway.
mixed use building on High
Street must hire a design professional and draw up certified
plans to ensure all the codes
are met.
Zealous code enforcement is
a major reason why many High
Street buildings, especially the
upper floors, are vacant —
because it’s not economically
viable to meet standards required by the borough.
The existing building code
gives code officers discretion to
determine how the intent, if
not the letter, of the code will
be achieved, especially for his- THESE TWO HISTORIC BUILDINGS at High
toric buildings.
and Washington streets were deemed
But it’s easiest for code of- structurally unsound after a fire in Decemficers to just say “No.” If that ber 2000, and demolished. The buildings
attitude results in vacant and were code compliant. The blaze reportedly
deteriorated buildings, and started in a third floor apartment where a
upper floors not being used, Christmas tree had been placed.

THE BIGGEST DOWNTOWN FIRE IN 50 YEARS, on December 11, 2000, displaced 46 residents from the upper floor apartments of two historic buildings
at High and Washington streets. The buildings were inspected a few days before the fire and no violations were found. The official cause of the fire was
“undetermined” but it was likely wiring related to a Christmas tree.

